
 

 

 

Welcome Back 

It is great to have all of the children back in Nursery and School following the Easter break for our final term as Ox 

Close Federation. They have all settled back into routine well and we have been thrilled to welcome new children to 

the Nursery. The Summer Term is always a busy term, with children taking part in lots of different learning activities, 

visits, the Y6 residential and assessments taking place at different points. It will be even more exciting with the addition 

of events to celebrate the end of Ox Close. We look forward to seeing parents/carers at different events across the 

term. We had added as many diary dates as possible to the newsletter – always handy to pop on the fridge or 

screenshot and keep on your phone.  

 

What is happening in Nursery? 

This half term, our planned learning will be around the topic of transport and journeys.   We will be finding out about 

the different vehicles we can travel in, as well as all the different reasons we make journeys.  Lots of us will be heading 

off on holidays soon, but we will be using some of our favourite stories, like The Train Ride, 

to go on journeys in our imaginations.  This is what we love most about books, reading can 

take you to all sorts of places!  Now that the weather is improving, we will be venturing into 

the woods again this half term to see how they have changed since our Autumn Walk.  I 

wonder what changes we will see? Later on in the half term, we will be using a map to follow 

the journey that Little Red Riding Hood took to her Grandma's house, we will also be making 

our own maps and planning a route to Springmoor Grange using a map.   

 

What is happening in Reception? 

This half term in Reception we will be learning about life cycles and watching caterpillars 

make their amazing transformation into butterflies.  We will be learning about the artwork 

of Kandinsky and using his art as inspiration for artwork of our own, using circles.  We will 

be incorporating mark marking and writing opportunities into play and have transformed 

our roleplay into "deconstructed roleplay", removing the constraints of needing to use the 

area in specific ways and instead giving it more flexibility for the children to use as they 

wish. In maths, we are continuing to support children with subitising skills. They loved 

inventing their own games last term so this term we will be supporting them with ways of 

creating rules and recording scores. 

 

What is happening in Years 1 and 2? 

In Science, we will be exploring plants, seed life cycles and how to successfully grow plants from 

seeds. Our investigation this term will give us the opportunity to discuss the ideal environments 

for plant growth. In History, we will be learning about how life has changed for children in 

Spennymoor over the last 100 years. Our focuses are toys, home and school life and we will be 

using photographs to compare these aspects with life. In Art, we will be developing our 

understanding of what architecture is and we will learn what an architect does. We will explore a 

range of architectural buildings from around the world and we will learn about the architects 

Hundertwasser and Zaha Hadid. We will develop our joining techniques in order to make our own 

architectural buildings from cardboard. During PE, we will be looking at fitness and how it can make 

us feel as well as learning about net and wall games. We will be practising attacking and defending 

skills and use these to play small team games. 
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What is happening in Years 3 and 4? 

In 3/4 we have lots of exciting topics this half term. In History, children will be learning about the Anglo-Saxons. We 

will consider when the Anglo-Saxons were in Britain, why they came to Britain and what changes they brought with 

them. By analysing sources, we will explore the impact that the Anglo-Saxons had on society at the time. In French, we 

are looking at fruit and vegetables. The children are going to understand and say fruit and vegetables. They will be 

able to also count them.  Using their current knowledge, the children will be able to ask for fruit and 

vegetables. In Art, children are going explore formal drawing and sculpture skills like line, mark making, 

shape, form, balance and structure, but they also just as importantly explore how it feels to make art. 

Children will start by seeing how artists sometimes help us learn about ourselves by drawing parallels with 

other lives. Within PE, the children are going to take part in 2 topics - fitness and cricket. In fitness, the 

children will take part in a range of activities that explore and develop different areas of their health and 

fitness. They will be given opportunities to work at their maximum and improve their fitness levels, 

recognising how the activities make them feel. Within cricket, children explore their understanding 

of the principles of striking and fielding. They develop an understanding of the different roles of 

bowler, wicket keeper, fielder and batter. Our Science topic this half term is 'how does your garden 

grow?' We will be looking at parts of a plant and finding out a little more about their functions. In RE, pupils will learn 

how different religious beliefs have an impact on how people think, behave and act towards others..  

 

What is happening in Years 5 and 6? 

The final term is always a busy one for our Year 5 and 6 children. Our Year 6 children are busy working very hard in 

preparation for their SATs – keep up the hard work everyone! In RE this half term, the children will be learning about 

what Christians believe about God. In Music, we will be looking at chords. We will listen to chords in a variety of music 

genres and make some chords of our own. In Science, the Year 5s will be completing the 

topic 'The Circle of Life', which covers life cycles of animals and plants. The Year 6 children 

will be using identification keys to classify living things. In PE, our two topics will be 

Cricket and Yoga. We are hoping the sun shines so we can make use of the school field! 

In RSE, the Year 5s will be looking at the importance of looking after money and 

budgeting, and the Year 6s will be looking at safety and first aid.  
 

 

Weekly Class Charts Top Scorers 

 

Reception Elliott Y Year 4 Teddy B 

Year 1 Ezra M Year 5 Aria H 

Year 2 Emily F Year 6 Scarlett W 

Year 3 Paisley P   

 

Attendance 

Overall attendance for the week is 95.9% and the Year Group with the highest attendance is Year 5 with 98.9%. The 

overall school attendance for the academic year is 95.1%.  

 

Punctuality 

The Primary starts at 8:45am, with the gates opening from the new time of 8:35am. Please 

ensure that your child is at school on time so that they do not miss out on any learning. This 

week, we have had 333 late minutes. 

 

 

  



 

 

Dates for the Diary  

 

Wednesday 1st May 9am – Reception – Parent/Carer Phonics Workshop 

Thursday 2nd May Federation Closed – Polling Station 

Tuesday 7th May Year 5 Visit to Whitworth Park 

13th – 16th May KS2 SATs Week 

Friday 17th May Wear Green for Mental Health Day 

Tuesday 21st May Year 6 Visit to Life Centre in Newcastle 

Thursday 23rd May Nursery – Butterflies Stay and Play 

Thursday 23rd May and Friday 24th May Year 3/4 Captain Chemistry Workshops 

Friday 24th May 3:15pm – Close for Half Term Break 

Monday 3rd June 8:35am – Children return to Nursery and School 

Tuesday 4th June Year 5 Visit to Life Centre in Newcastle 

3rd – 14th June Year 4 Multiplication Tables Check 

10th – 14th June  Year 1 Phonics Screening Check 

Thursday 13th June Year 1/2 Zoo Lab Workshops 

Friday 14th June Nursery Graduation Photos 

Monday 24th June Reception Visit to Auckland Castle Project 

Friday 28th June Federation Closed – PD Day 

Thursday 11th July Year 3/4 Visit to Theatre 

Tuesday 16th July Year 6 Celebration Trip 

Wednesday 17th July 
10am and 2pm – Nursery Graduation and 

Celebration 

Thursday 18th July 9:30am – Year 6 Celebration Assembly 

Friday 19th July 2:15pm – Year 6 Guard of Honour 

Friday 19th July 3:15pm – Ox Close Federation Closes 

Monday 9th September Springmoor Grange School opens to children 

 

  



 

 

Safeguarding Update  
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